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ABSTRACTS OF MEDICO-HISTORICAL ARTICLES
IN HINDI JOURNALS

P. D. JOPAT*

1. Rasashastra ke Pr avartak Acharya Nagarjuna (Acharya Nagarjuna ,
the originator of Rasashastra) by Singh, L. V. & Chaturvedi, V. K.,
Ayurved vik as, 19-1, January 980, pp. 20-22.

Rasashastra or the ancient chemistry is regarded as the backbone of
Ayurvedic science. Like every science, rasashastra too has its fundamental
principles. The place of Nagarjuna among the originators and propagators
of rasashastra is first and foremost. There are several Nagarjuna according
to some scholars of rasasliastra but the author banks upon the opinion
expr essed hy Hajariprasad Dwivedi and Rai. The former holds that Nagar-
juna belonged to the Siddha tradition of Natha cult and he was one of the
84 Siddhos Albiruni, who visited India in l l t h century A. D. mentions in
his travel account that one Nagarjuna lived 100 years before his visit. The
author quotes some references from various books depicting the time and
achievements of Na garjuna. Finally the author infers that Nagarjuna was
an exponent of rasayana i. e. a rasasiddha, belonging to Natlia cult and
lived in seventh century A. I). in southern part of India. The first and
foremost dependable book on rasashastra i.e. Rasaratnakara, which makes a
mention of Nag rrjuna , \vas composed in seventh century A. D.

2. Rasa Rasayan ke Kshctra me Chakrapanidatta ka Avadan (Contribution
of Chakrapanidatta in the field of Rasa Rasavana) by Sharma, Guru-
prasad Ayurved vikas, 19 :<, March 1980, pp. 25-27.

Chakrapanidatta occu aies an important place in the field of Rasa-
Rasayana. His work Chakradatta or Chikitsa Sangraha indicates his popu-
larity. According to the self introduction in the book, the author belonged
to Veerabhoomi district of Bengal hailing from Lodhravalli dynasty. His
father was a minister in the court of Gaudadhipati NayapaJ. In addition
to the above book, he compiled four more books which include 'Ayurveda
De epika - annotation 01'1 Char aka Samhita' 'Bhanumati - annotation on
Susruta Samhita' and a lexicon entitled 'Shabda Chandrik a', Chakradatta is
a work based on Siddhayoga of Vrinda. Though there is no mention of the
internal use of mercury in the earlier works by Vrinda, Chakrapanidatta had
for the first time incorporated the use of oral administration. There is no
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mention of mercury in Charakasamhita except at a place in the chapter on
Kushthachikitsa under the name rasa which has been interpreted as
gandhaka (sulphur) or swarnamaksliika (copper pyrites). On the other band,
Susruta prescribed external use of mercury in the chapter Rasa Rasayana
for the first time. But Chakrapanidatta has formulated many compositions
containing mercury in the treatment of various diseases. Some of such
compositions include Rasendragutika in Rajayakshma (Phthisis), Paniyabh-
gutika in agnimandya (dyspepsia) Kshudhavati gutika in amlapit ta (acidic
dyspepsia or byperacidity),Kajjali Prayoga in masurika (measles) and Loka-
natha Rasa in Pleehayakrit (disorders of liver and spleen). The purificatory or
detoxicating procedures of mercury have also been described. Besides above,
Chakrapanidatta has indicated extensive use of other metals and minerals
such as fauha (iron), tamra (copper), swarna (gold) rajata (silver) swarnagai-
rika (ochre) abhraka (mica), shankha (conch) and mayurapichha (peacock
feather).

3. Parpati Kalpana ka Kramik Vikas (The gradual development of the
p arpati composition) by Shrivastava K. K, Ayurved vikas, 19-3, March
1980, pp. 6-7.

Since ancient times parpati is in vogue in the intestinal diseases related
to malabsorption of food. The description of metallic recipes in Char aka-
samhita proves that the metals and minerals were in use even 3COO years
before the advent of Christ; but the actual use of metals and minerals
started from 6-7 century onwards. The formulation of rasaparpati is
mentioned for the first time by Chakrapanidatta, whose time dates back to
eleventh century A. D. Rasaparpati, a combination of mercury and sulphur
is useful in the management of sprue. This drug has been continuously in
use ever since the time ofChakrapanidatta. It is mentioned in the following:
Rasaprakashasudhakara of Bangasen of 12th century A. D.; Rasendrasara-
sangraha of Gopalakrishna Bhatta of 13th century A. D.; Bhavaprakasha
of Bhavamisra and Rasendrachintamani of Dundhukanatha of 16th century
A. D.; Yogaratnakara of Nayanashekhara and Yogaiar angini of Trimalla-
bhatta of 17tb century A. D.; Bhaishajyaratnavali of Govindadasa of l Sth
century A. D.; and Brihat Nighantu Ratnakara of Vishnuvasudev of 19tb
century A. D. Besides the authors of 20tb century such as Sadanand,
Yadavji- Trikarnji etc have also included this preparation in their works
Rasatarangini and Rasamrita etc. The composition of par pati ever since
the time of its first discovery till this date invariably is comprised of mercury
and sulphur. But Yashodharabhatta of 12th century and Nayanashekhara of
17th century have added calx of mica too in its composition. In the mean-
time a new combination containing calx of copper and iron besides mercury,
sulphur and mica was formulated which subsequently was named as
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pancliantrit a parpati by Gopalakrishnabbatta of 13th century in his book
Rasendrasarasangraha. In the recent times parpati was being prepared
incorporating drugs of vegetable origin too, whereas during ancient times it
was purely a drug of mineral origin. This modified method of preparation
shows the gradual development of scientific outlook and research in the
process.

4. Bhaktikal me Rasayana (Rasayana during bhaktl period) by Sharma,
Anasuya, Ayurved vik.as, 19-3, March, 19,;0 pp. 37-41.

A therapeutic regimen which enables a person.to attain health, long life,
improved memory, intellect, complexion, and so on is rasayana. In Hindi
literature rasayana has been described under three headings- Bhakti
rasayana, Amrita rasay ana and Achara rasayana. Kabirdas has described
the devotion to God as equivalent to rasayana. This rasay ana of devotion
and dedication to God can be attained with the elimination of ego. This is
an instrument towards attainment of eternity. Kabirdas holds Bhaktiyoga
superior to the yoga of body because those who practise this, drink the nectar
of eternity and Iive for a long period. The secretion oozing from bramha-
randhra is the best rasayana, according to Kabir, Sushruta mentions about
nectar (drink bestowing immortality) which prevents ageing and death. In
ancient times the Gods like Bramha discovered a drink known as soma,
which is stated to be of 24 types.

Kabir has classified the span of life into 4 parts beginning from child-
hood to old age. In Ayurveda also the life-span is divided into similar
divisions. Application of massage and aromatic anointments to the body
forms a prereq uisite to rasayana. This improves the lustre, complexion and
strength of the body. In Hindi literature the use of special anointments
prepared from various aromatic drugs is described. This is used particularly
by ladies for the upkeep of their youthful lustre, complexion and body. Tbe
use of milk, clarified butter (ghee) and sugar is regarded as rasayana.
Similar is the etfect of clarified butter, sugar and jaggery which forms an
amritamaharasa. King Ratnasena once invited King Alauddin to a feast
where he was served various types of dishes treated with ghee and many
other aromatic substances. Whoever ate these dishes got enough energy
and strength as that of a lion. Charakasamhita also describes a similar type
of preparation under the name shulikamansa, There are other preparations
of fish etc mentioned in Hindi literature which might enable even an old man
to enjoy coitus with hundred females.

Achara rasayana has been described as speaking truth. non indulgence-
in drinking and sex, non-voilence, faith in austerity and purity in life, spirit
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of sacrifice (danashllatas, getting up in time and worshipping of cows, gods
and brahmanas and adherence to good thoughts and conduct etc. Keshava-
das, Surdas, and Tulsid as were the great advocates of achar a rasayana,
Forbidding of intoxication is found in Hindi literature just as in Charaka-
samhita , Kabir has described indulgence in coitus as falling in the grave.
Devotion and worship everyday is regarded as dharma, which is considered
as the primary instrument towards attainment of perfect health in Avurve da.
Deceiving otbers is a sin which invites misery in lire. Char akasamhira
regards the reverence to others as achara rasayana.

5. Vaidik Sabitya me Varnit Samvcdi Angon ki Antab Racbana (The internal
structure of (he sensory organs described in Vedic literature) by Sri-
vasta va, Sureshchandra, Ayurved vikas , 19-6, June 1980. pp. 21-25.

Eyes. ears, nose. tongue and skin are the only means of perception of
the knowledge. Vedic Aryans were very much mindful and alert about the
maintenance of the health of these organs. In Vajasanevi Samhit a and
Cltandogya Upanishad the prayers for the proper upkeep of these sensory
organs are found. In Maitrayani samhit a it is stated that the the sensory
organs connected with the head are preserved in the caves made of bones.
Similar is the description 10 Brihadaran yaka Upanishad. There are many
terms to denote the eye such as chakshu, netra and ak sh i etc. The two eyes
are regarded as two sages - Vishwamitra and Jamadagni. The two eyelids are
regarded as two universe - one up above the sky and the other on the earth.
In Chandogya upanishad the cornea is described as shukla bha, iris as nee/a
blia , pupil as shyama bha and lens as kaneenika. The vaccum between pupil
and lens is termed as 10k and the interior portion of the eyeball is called
as antariksha. The minutest description of the internal structure of the eye-
ball is found in Brih adaranyak a Upanishad. Vajasaneyi samhit a also bears
similar description. The diseases of the eye such as blindness. consumption
of eye-tissue etc and their management witb chanting of hymns(mantra)
and administration of drugs is found in Vedic literature.

The ears are denoted by the terms karnasrotas and k ankush in Vedic
literature. The shape of the ear is compared with spleen in Vojasaneyi
samhita. The internal structure of the ear is significantly explained in Vedic
terminology such as karna, shrotra, k.arnapatha, kankush, khani and shrot-
ranadi, According to Yaska, the nose in the foetus becomes marked in the
sixth month. There are two nostrils and the interior of the nostrils is hairy.
In Atharvaveda the prana or the spirit of life is said to be seated in the
nostrils. Tongue is the vital organ in the buccal cavity. This is essential
for speech so it is named as vak, It is connected with eating hence it is
named as Atri. Yaska has divided the tongue into 12 parts but gave DO
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description tbereof. According to Vajasaneyi Samhita the tongue is divided
into portions agra pashcha : tbe frontal part is independent whereas the rear
part is tied up with muscles. The salivary glands over the tongue are termed
as madhukasha which secrete watery substance. Yaska has termed the sali-
vary glands over palate as saptasindhu. The skin is denoted by the word
twacha in Vedic literature. According to the description in Brinadaranyak
Upanishad the skin of the body is analogi sed with that of the balk of a tree.
As per the estimation of Yaska there are four and a half crores of hair over
the skin. While discussing at length about the skin of various complexions,
the skin pigments have also been mentioned. The skin and the hair are
divided into two subdivisions. Hair are denoted by the terms roma or bahya-
roma and the hair follicles by antarloma. Twacha is meant for epidermis and
vyashtitwacha stands for dermis. The underneath structures below the skin
such as vascular layer, fat, muscles, nerves, bone and the marrow ere have
been meticulously described in Vajasaneyi Samhita and Aitareya Br ahmana.

6. Rasasiddba :\agarjuna Bodhisatva (Nagarjuna Bodhisatva, the Alchemist)
by Joshi, Ambalal, Ayurved vikas 19-8, August 1980, pp.9-·12.

Bodhisatva Nagarjuna was a physician and an alchemist and a Budhist
monk. Bodhisatva was the supreme rank in Buddhist monastery which
Nagarjuna had attained. The time of Nagarjuna according to Priyavrat
Sharma is between 9th and 10th century A. D. One Nagarjuna who was
the disciple of Sarhapa lived in 8th century and another who was the teacher
of Naropa lived in 10th century. Albiruni who visited India during 10th
century mentioned in his travel account that Nagarjuna lived hundred years
earlier to him. But the first Chinese traveller, Heun Tsang who visited India
in 6th century A. D. stated that Nagarjuna had lived earlier to his time.
Thus the period of Nagarjuna can be inferred as 6th century A. D. The
author has quoted a few anecdotes also to bring home his contention.
Nagarjuna was regarded as an exponent of high order in the field of prepa-
ration of drugs. King Sadavaha had lived for hundreds of years after taking
the special medicines prepared by Nagarjuna. Many sons and grandsons of
this king passed away after attaining old age but the king remained youthful
and active. The author has narrated a tale which proves that Nagarjun a
was highly skilled in preparing gold. He, with the help of his special
medicines converted stones into a huge store of gold. Atrideogupta, the
author of History of Ayurveda quotes Chintamani Prasanga and refers to a
Nagarjuna, who was the disciple of Padaliptasuri and who was well versed in
the art of flying in the sky.

7. KautiIya Arthashastra me Varnit Rasashastra Visbayak Samagri (The
material related to Rasashastra in Kautilya's Arthashastra) by Shastri,
Bhagawat Ram, Ayurved vikas, 19-8, August 1980, pp. 29-36.
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Rasashastra deals mostly with metals. The term rasa has wide impli-

cations but mainly it denotes mercury. The Arthashastra by Cbanakya or
Kautilya contains ample material related to this branch of learning. A
special type of gold owing its origin to mercury - rasaviddha swarna - has.
been described. This proves that during the period of Chandragupta
Maurya, wbose time dates back to the advent of Christ, the knowledge about
the processing of artificial gold was available. The minerals and metals like
mercury, gold, silver, iron, lead and several alloys are mentioned mauy
times. Besides, many costly stones and various gems are also elaborately
described. The various procedures meant to purify and detoxicate the metals.
and minerals have been described. Various types of drugs, such as kshara;
sneha, lavana and lauha etc and their methods of storage and preservation
are discussed. Mercury has been mentioned under a formulation which
causes Kushtha. The sources of origin of the various gems have been
recorded. Tbe various classifications of the gems mentioned prove the
elaborate knowledge possessed by tbe people in those days. Gold is stated
to be of five types and five colours each one having its own name signifying
the colour and the shape. Gold is further described into three categories.
according to its origin and one of these three was the alchemic gold or
rasaviddha swarna. The elaborate procedures for purify ing gold are discussed.
Impure gold was known as aprapta swarna. Methods for making the metals
soft as well as bard and the vegetable drugs used for the purpose are men-
tioned. Silver too is classified into four categories according to the place of
its origin and the colour possessed by it. In addition to the metals, minerals
and gems, various types of poisons have also been described. The poisons
originating from vegerabse kmgdom are described at length. Six types of
alcoholic preparations namely, medak, prasanna; asava, arishta, maireya and
madhu are mentioned.

8. Vaidic Samskriti aur Parivar Niyojan (Vedic Culture and Family Plan-
ning) by Shastri, Veniprasad, Ayurved vikas, 19-1(; & 11, November
1980, pp. lS-19.

The general belief is that the Vedic literature consists of the funda-
mental principles and values related to human life and it does not alter with
the geographical, topographical, seasonal and other changes. This is the
reason why a tendency of looking into Vedic literature to find a solution to
any problem has developed among the people. The Vedic scholars have
been successful in finding a few hymns in Vedas that bear relevance to the
theme of family planning. The author has quoted two such hymns from
Vedas which are interpreted in a way that is supportive to the theme of
family planning. He in the next para contradicts this interpretation. and
holds that the practices like contraception, family planning and termination
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of pregnancy etc were not at all acceptable propositions to the Vedic people.
The methods and medicines aimed at contraception, family planning or non
bearing of issues even after coitus were invented very lately.

9. Parivar Niyojana: Ek Pracbina Parampara (Family planning: An
ancient tradition) by Tripathi, Bramhanand, Ayurved vikas, 19-10 & 11,
November J 980, pp. 33-35.

The author in this article contends that the term "Gavinike" occuring
at one place in At harva veda signifies ovarian tubes which are connected
with urinogenital systems. In Atharvaveda only there are certain hymns
which prove that the contraception or family planning was achieved by
having the tubes and other sources obstructed. In the same hymn the
procedure for making a sterile woman fertile has been described. The stone
which is reportedly useful in contraception according to the Vedic hymn. is
to be identified. The various methods for getting the conception or other-
wise after the coitus have been elaborately discussed in Brihadaranyaka
Upanishad. In the same context the ways and means to beget a desired
porgeny are mentioned.

10. Parivar Niyojana - Prachin se Arvachin (Family planning - ancient to
modern) Mishr a , Shivashanker & Singh, Ram harsh, Ayurved vikas
19 - 12, December J.980, pp. 9 - 16.

The authors have quoted two hymns from Athar vaveda one suggesting
an operative t c-•.hnique which is identical to that of vasectomy and the other
t o :',. of rub ..c.o my .ind pr cudl y contend that these two modern procedures
rf Fa m ily planning owe their origin 10 Vedas. l n Br ihadar anyak a Upanishad,
a technique has been divulged which enables a couple to avoid conception
even after COilUS. In the same context the controlling technique of the
respiration has been claimed to be helpful in contraception. In Atreya
Sarnhit a the task of family planning was correlated with various regimen and
good conduct whereas Vatsyayana in his Kamasutra has explained in no
unequivocal terms the various methods to be adopted by males for obtain-
ing the results of family planning. Those include condoms made of silk,
gold. silver, copper, lead and other metals besides ivory and horn etc.
Similarly various objects in the form of powders. tablets, suppositories,
<iecoctions and oil etc to be used in vagina have also been mentioned in
Kamasutra, During the time of compilation of Charak asamhita there used
to be a particular set of people known as "Garbha Ghatak", who were
skilled in terminating unwanted pregnancies. There are number of medicinal
formulations in Charakasamhita which enhance the pleasure in the coitus
but at the same time reduce or eliminate the probability of conception.
Chanakya in his book prescribed various degrees of punishments for
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the types of abortions induced through different met hods such as hitting,
giving medicines, giving mental shock, which shows that during that
lime also the termination of pregnancy was practised. Emperor Bhoja in
his book Rajamartand gave many formulations useful at the time of copu-
lation for the purpose of contraception. Similarly sucb form ulations ha ve
also been prescribed in other works of Ayurveda and allied subjec ts such as
Yogarat na kara, Gadanigraha, Vandhyajeevan, Anangaranga, Yogat aran-
gini, Chakradatta, Kuttanimata, Samayamatrika, Garbhamala, Shringara-
dipika, Rat imanjari, Ratirabasya and Panchasayaka etc.

11. Geeta aur A y urved me Prajnaparadh tPrajnaparadha - intellectual
blasphemy - in Geeta and Ayurveda) by Gurjar , Gangadhar a Keshava ,
Sachitra Ayurveda, 32-7, January 1980, pp. 349-355.

There a r e three causes of diseases according to Ayurve da and one of
them is prajnap aradha (intellectual blasphemy). The other two are unwho-
lesome contact of sense organs with their objects, that is, less, more or
improper contact and transformation (changes due to time). Ayurveda lays
more emphasis on this potent disease-causing factor. Geet a is a bo ok that
explains the basic philosophy of life and so the form of projnaparadha
explained in Geeta resembles that which is found in Charakasamh ita. Ayur-
veda admits the three-angled form of prajnaparadlia i. e. impairment in dhee ,
dhrit i and buddlii so also Geeta foresees the buddhibhramslta as the ultimate
cause of total fall or devaluation. The author explains at length the mean-
ing of dhee, dliriti, and smriti which collectively make prajnaparadha. Lastly
the author suggests the remedial measures in the light of what has been
explained in Ayurveda and Geeta which save a person or a society
from (omitting prajnaparadha and thus from the forrnida ble consequences
thereof.

12. Sahityak Vldha ke Pariprekshya me Pratipadit Ritucharya
regimen as described in literary works) by Jyotirmitra
Sachitra Ayurveda, 32-9, March 1980, pp.512-517.

(Seasonal
Acharya,

Just as an Ayurvedic physician is expected to know the different regimen
to be followed as per changing seasons, similarly a poet or an author is
expected to have an elaborate knowledge about the changing patterns of the
different seasons throughout the year. The Ritusamhara of Kalidasa and
the 18th chapter of Rajasekhara's Kavyamimamsa are noteworthy in this
particular context. The author after giving a biographical account of the
poet Rajashekhara narrates the chapterwise contents of Kavya mimamsa,
which is considered as the final and mature composition of Rajasekhar a . The
fifth chapter of the book deals with the various types of rasapaka which is
similar to what has been described in Ayurvedic compendia. The division
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of time given JQ the work is identical to that in Ayurvedic books. The span
of a year is divided into six seasons beginning from Varshu (rainy season)
to Vasanta (spring) and gr~sluna (summer). This is also ide m ical to Ayur-
vedic description. The seasonal regimen as described in Kavyamimamsa
which tallies with or supports the regimen prescribed in Ayurvedic texts has
also been dealt with at length.

13. Rasashastra Ka Vikas-Ek Aitibasik Prisbtbabhomi (The Development of
Rasashastra - a historical background) by Shrivastava, K. K., Sachitra
Ayurvedn, 32-12. June 1980, pp. 728-730.

The sequence of development of Ayurveda according to different periods
may be divided into the following periods - Prevedic, Vedic, Samhita, Post-
samhita and Modern period. During Samhita period the science of Ayurveda
was divided into 8 branches and one of these eight branches is internal medi-
cine or k ay achllcitsa, For the purpose of treatment every object existing on
earth is regarded as medicine but mostly the medicines of vegetable origin
have been in vogue since ancient times. At a subsequent age medicines from
various ot her sources such as metals, minerals, stones and aquatic
substances were also r: rocured and preserved. Those who contributed to
the growth and development of this particular branch of learning i e.
Rasash astra, a re called rasasiddhas. The rasasiddhas are divine, for example
Lord Sh iva , devilish. for instance Shukracharya, sages such as Narada and
human beings such as Nagarjuna etc. This branch of knowledge is revealed
on earth by manava (human) rasasiddhas who are prominently 27.
But there is little difference in the names of the siddhas here and
there. The principal pursuit of these rasasiddhas was lauliasiddhi and
dchasiddhi. Lauhasiddlii involved certain procedures and techniques that
could convert the basal metals ioto superior metal such as conversion of
copper into gold and tin into silver. Similatly dehasiddhi involved certain
procedures and therapeutic regimen wirh the help of mercury which on one
hand eradicate and ward off the ailments and prolong the span of healthy
life on the other hand. The principal objective of human existence was
con-idered as moksha or salvation. Emphasis was laid on a healthy long
life for the achievement of this pursuit.

The overall period of the progress of rasashastra has been divided into
3 groups-ancient, medieval and modern. The ancient period begins from
Lord Shiva. There are certain references of the divine books on this subject
written during this period. Theyare Shivagarna, Uma Rasopanishad,
Vinayak Rasodava, and Brihaspati Rasachakra etc. The human contributions
towards the growth of this branch worth mentioning are Rasarnava, Rasahri-
-daya, Rasopanis h a d , Kaksh aputa and Anandakanda etc. The books compiled
during medieval period include Rasaratnapradeepa, Rasaratnasamuchchaya,
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Rasamanjari and Rasakamadhenu etc. The modern period begins with the
onset of 20th century and during this period noteworthy contributions made
are Brihadrasarajasunder, Rasayansar, Rasamrita and Rasaratriadeepika etc.

14. Vaidic Sahitya me Varnit Parasrayi Krimiyon dwara hone vali Vyadhiyao
(The diseases caused due to parasites as described in Vedic literature)
by Shrivastava, Sureshchandra, Sachitra Ayurveda, 33-1, July 1980,
pp.29-30

Many hymns in Atharvaveda contain description about parasitology.
As per the description available in Atharv aveda, the parasites not only
pollute the natural environment but also vitiate the living animals which
result in physical impairment. There are two types of parasites described in
Atharvaveda - one which are visible to the naked eye and the other which
are invisible. There are parasites which create various types of diseases in
human beings. Some of them are antrakrimi (intestinal parasites).
Shecrsltakrirni are those parasites which cause the disease of the head such
as insanity, meningitis etc. Parslzteya Krimi are those which cause diseases in
the trunk - example pneumococci. Adhashava Krimi are those which cause
diseases in the muscles. Vyadhvar krimi are those which vitiate the urinoge-
nital tract such as gonococci etc. Types of parasites are narrated in the hymns
of Atharvaveda. A krimi, said to be found in the body of cows bears struc-
tures like horns which has been correlated with male Ascaris which bears
two spicules resembling horns. The other type of parasites which are found
in the cows are also mentioned and their structures described. The author
has attempted to correlate them with some from of parasite discovered and
known now. The different types of ova of these parasites also find descrip-
tion in the hymns of Atharvaveda. A parasite which is said to be respon-
sible for causing diseases in the eyes, nose and teeth bas been described.
The parasites are killed by sunlight or by chanting of mantras (hymn).

15. Kasbyapasambita me Varoit Bbaogolik Sanjoayeo (The geographical
entities as described in Kashyapasamhita) by Mishra, Yogeshchandra,
Sachitra Ayurveda, 33-1, July, 1980, pp. 31-33.
The natural environment and perfect health are closely related with each

other. This is the reason why there is detailed description of the various
geographical entities such as region, time, direction and plane-ts etc in the
Ayurvedic compendia. If Kashyapa Samhita is viewed with this aspect. one
will f'ind very minute observations about the climatic conditions of various
regions, different period and the planetary influences for the upkeep of
health as well as eradication of diseases. In the chapter on treatment of
hyperacidity or gastritis it is stated that this disease is more prevalent in the
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peopJe living in anup region and so they should take the medicines which are
available at jangal region. Even then if the disease pers ists, tbe change
in the climate has been advised.

For the nourishment of tbe foetus, the diet is considered in.port ant,
Similarly for the determination of the disposition or temperament of the
foetus, the climatic conditions are equally important in addition to the type
of food that is served to the pregnant woman. Kashyapasamhita bas classi-
fied the geographical regions according to the lodowing three considerations
one according to the directions such as east, west, north and south; second
according to the acceptabi lity of the type of food and the third according to
the racial consideration. The regions like Magadha, Maharashtr a, Kausbalya,
Kalinga and Malanga etc bave been enumerated as eastern nations where the
diseases due to vitiated vata and kapha are prevalent. The people living in
and around Kurukshetra are called as the inhabitants of Madhyadesha.
Similarly the regions towards tbe south are Kurnud, Kacchipada , Cher,
Kantara and Varaha e tc Further the regions have been classified as per
the acceptability of the food and also on the racial variation. Lastly the
author has enumerated the names of the nations and races occurring in Kash-
yapasamhita according to their alphabetical order.

16. Saundaranand Mahakavya me Ayurved (Ayurveda in the poetic work
entitled Saundaranand) by Vidyalankar , Shankerdeo, Sachitra Ayurveda
33-3, September 1980, pp. 181-189.

Saundaranand is a masterpiece poetic work written by Buddhist monk
Ashwaghosha. The theme of the book revolves around Emperor Nanda,
also known as Saundaranand because of his handsome personality. He was
the cousin of Lord Buddha. Buddha renounced the world from the very
beginning whereas Emperor Nanda was devoted to sensual pleasures. Yet
Buddha through his preachings not only made Emperor Nanda and his queen
tread the path of salvation but also inducted them as missionaries of Buddhi-
sm. The author has studied tbe material related to Ayurveda which is found
in this poetic book. The minimum knowledge about diseases is desira hie
for the patient and his attendant.

An expert of agadatantra (toxicology) ties certain specific drugs to his
hand by which the snake does not bite him. This shows that the author
Ashwaghosha either knew such medicines or atleast persons who practised
this. The epidemic-struck areas were expected to be abandoned. Food
which is unpalatable but is wholesome for the health is advisable. On the
other hand very delicious dishes which result in ill health are to be avoided.
An example to explain this phenomenon is that of mud eating by infants
which results in their ill-health. The significant role played by the nurse in the
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proper upkeep of the children is also indicated. The removal of 'shalya
from the body resulting in the relief of pain has been eulogised with that
of removal of raga or shoka (grief) for eradicat ing the ailments. The
diseases are stated to be caused due to less, more or improper use of food
habits and acts like horse-riding etc. The body is considered to be a doll
made of skin, blood, bone and flesh etc which is nourished' by food. It is
susceptible to many diseases hence one should not be proud of it. Thus
there are several verses related to Ayurveda found in this poet ic work com-
posed by Bhadanta Ashwaghosha. In the end the poet concludes the work
by stating that just as a bitter medicine is made palatable by adding honey
to it, similarly the tedious subject related to salvation has been made
interesting by rendering it into verse.

17. Pumsavana Samskar (Pumsavana rite) by Bhat nagar. Rajendra Prakash,
Sachitra Ayurveda 33-3, September, ]980, pp. 193-200.

In order to beget a male offspring, a specific ritual is performed after
conception and this is known as Pumsavana Samsk ar. This is an important
ritual, since it effects change in the sex of foetus. The female should give
birth to male progeny only because lot of significance was attached to the
son during ancient times for various reasons such as maintenance offamily and
protection of nation. There are number of hymns in Ve d ic litera ture which are
related to the procedures meant to invoke the blessings of gods for begetting
male progeny. The longing for the male issue was so fervent that the
husband while approaching his wife for coitus had to pray for her bearing
the male child and also for the continuity of the same tradition in sub-
sequent generation. The Pumsavana Samskar bas been termed as Praja-
patya in Atharvavcda and specific medicines have been indicated for this
purpose. The period during which this ritual is to be performed has been
specified in Vedic literature but the same has been scientifically explained
after its practical trials and systematic explorations, The author in this
article attempts to explain tbis subject in the light of what has
been stated in the Vedic literature and also the subsequent Ayurvedic
compendia.

r

Nadivijnan ka Avataran Kram (Gradual evolution of
of pulse) by Dwivedi, Vishwanath, Sachitra Ayurveda,
1980, pp, 261-261.

The knowledge of pi use forms the very basis and backbone of Ayurveda.
There are many versions with regard to tbe evolution of tbis knowledge.
Acording to Haritasamhita, this knowledge is regarded to have originated
from Lord Shiv a, traversed down from Lord Shiva to Kashyapa, Bharad-
waja, Vasishtha, Gautama,Bhrigu, Atreya, Parashara and Maitreya etc. All

the knowledge
33-4, October

18.
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of them composed separate books on the subject each containing one lakh
verses. This description is available in a book Vaidya Bbusban written by
Bheerna Pandit belonging to the court of King Chamaraja of Mysore. The
author contends that the relevant portion of pulse has not been included
in Charakasamhita and Susrutasamhita at the time of their redaction. The
author stales tbat the basic knowledge of pluse is traceable in Vedic litera-
ture. Subsequently the knowledge traversed from Vedic literature to tantric
literature. The further advancement took place during Brabmana and
Buddhist periods.

19. AdhamalJa dwara Vyakhyat Manas Bhavon ka Adhyayan (A study of
psychological tendencies as described by Adhamalla) by Pandeya, V. P.
and Guru, L. V., Ayurveda Mahasammelan Patrik a, 67-5, May 1980, pp.
156-162.

The psychological tendencies are described in different Ayurvedic
compendia such as Charakasamhira, Susbrutasamhita and Ashtangahridaya
and have been explained in their literal sense by the subsequent commen-
tators like Chakrapani, Dalbana and Arunadatta. In the above mentioned
books, tbese tendencies have been described as diseases or aetiological factors
and symptoms thereof. But Sharngadharasamhita is probably the first book
in Ayurveda which not only mentions about pulse at length but also
describes the effects of the psychological tendencies over the pulse and
admits their significance for the first time. The interpretation of psychologi-
cal tendencies given by Adhamalla is a scientific contribution. The author
has attempted to make a comparative study of the psychological tendencies
on the basis of relevant material available in tbe aforementioned Ayurvedic
books. The psychological tendencies include, kama (desire for sex) krodha
(anger) bhaya (fear) slioka (grief) lobha (greed) moha (illusion of attachment)
ahankara (ego) glani (exhaustion) nidra (sleep) moorchcha (unconsciousness)
sanyasa (syncope) ichcha (desire) ananda (pleasure) alasya (laziness) tundra
(lassitude) mada (intoxication) and arati (discontent) etc. In his annotation
on Sharngadharasamhita, Adhamalla has also mentioned the other psycho-
logical tendencies which do not have physiological bearing but are otherwise
related to physical, social and psycho social factors. They are eventually the
causes or stress, which in turn give rise to a number of disorders known
as psychosomatic diseases.

20. Atbarvavediya Apasmara Varnan aur Adhonik Manochikitsa Shastra
(The description of epilepsy in Atharvaveda and modern psychiatry) by
Sing, H. G., Ayurved Mahasammelan Patrika, 67-9, September 1980 pp.
377-379.
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Atharvaveda on one hand gives us spiritual knowledge to get liberation
from worldly attachments and on the other hand teaches us to lead a
happy life by overcoming the difficulties therein. The solutions to the
problems ranging from the petty things of day to day life to great interna-
tional problems may be found in Atharvaveda. But some narrow minded
people look into it with doubtful mind. One of the useful aspects of
life found in Atharvaveda relates to the knowledge about promotion of
healthy long life and prevention of diseases. There are a large number of
things devoted to the preservation of health and the treatment of diseases.
and that is the reason why Ayurveda has been rightly regarded as a branch
of Atharvaveda. A n umber of disease entities along with their causes.
symptoms and methods of management including that of epilepsy have been
scientifically described in Atharvaveda. The description about epilepsy is.
found in number of stanzas in Atharvaveda, some of which have been rightly
understood and interpreted by the commentators, while some have been
simply expressed in terms of question marks. The word 'Jambha' occurring
repeatedly in this context has been left unexplained denoting it with a
question mark, though it has been categorically accepted that it is a fit of
disease which renders the victim unconscious, Ramachandra Sharma,
reiterates the view expressed by Sayana that it is a demon which creates a
serious psychological ailment. The same view is more or less held by Shinde
and Karambelker in their books on Atharvaveda. Priyarama Ar she too
supports the same view but Satavalekar differs from it. He is of the opinion
that the word Jambha signifies the mouth, teeth and jaw. The meaning of
Jambha is given as grinding in the dictionaries. The description of an
ammunition-Jambhakastra by name, being accorded by Viswamitra to Rama
and by Rama to Lava and Kusa is given in Ramayana, which signifies Jambha
as an armament tbat renders the enemy unconscious. All this and
other descriptions on the same topic in Atharvaveda prove that i 1 is nothing
but apasmara (epilepsy). The author in this article mentions at length the
various symptoms and causes of this disease and compares with those mentio-
ned in modern books. The Atharvaveda terms this disease as kshetriy a in origin
which has been interpreted as physical and hereditary. The treatment of
this disease is reportedly done by a herb called 'Jangida: besides many other
physical and psychological therapeutic regimen. The identity of Jangida
plant is still a matter of speculation.

21. Vedon me Varnit Hrld-phupphnsiya Karya ki evam Mandalvat-Dwi-
Akshiya Rasa Rakta Sancharan (The cardio-respiratory system and
closed double circulation of blood as described in Vedic literature) by
Srivastava. Sureshchandra, Ayurved Mahasammelan Patrik a, 67-11
November, 1980, pp. 4i1-474.
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Brahma is stated to exist in two forms-one subjective and the other
objective-according to Upanishads. Akasa or ether is regarded as subjective
form and Purusha (soul) or hrid (heart) are the o+jective forms. Because the
objective form is visible. it is termed as Chakshusha. Hrid, Puruslta or man-
dala are inferred as cardia-respiratory vascular system by the author.
Purusha is paired and divided with each other by septum. It circulates
nutrition and life all over the body by rhythmic action. The vessels spread
all over the body and attain white, blue, yellow, green and red colours.
The life! circulates and displays in them. Atma , Prana and Bra/una indicate
the synthesized form of it. The heat in the body is set to be on account of it
which is referred to as Pranagni elsewhere. lhe Vedic scholars were aware
of the double circulation system and the closed vascular system of tbe body
which is vividly described in Brihadaranyaka Upanishad. The contemplation
of the heart as a pumping machine also owes its origin to Vedic sages. In
Chhandogya Upanishad the contraction and relaxation activity of the heart
is described. The commutation of the gap in between each action of contr-
action and r e lax at io n is very akin to that of cardiogram. Similarly the
author has attempted to prove that the Vedic sages were aware of irregular
beats of the heart and also pause diastole etc signifying them with different
terms. The terms inspiration and expiration are denoted by uchashvosan and
dhruvashwasan The daily rate of breathing of an individual is stated to be
21600 as per Hamsopanishad. A healthy individual breathes 15 times in a
minute thus the number of breathing given in Hamsopanishad is very accu-
rate and mathematical. The cardio-respiratory system is analogised with a
flying Slmn (hamsa) wihch signifies the structure of two lungs.


